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• Introduction: a few direct witnesses
• Low awareness about the problem of
sexual harassment in the academic
world
• The deficiency of Data Collection
in Italy
• A local example: the actions of CUG
at Università Politecnica delle
Marche

A few direct witnesses
• University in Central Italy: early Sixties
• University in Central Italy: mid Eighties
• Alberta Ferrari: Lombard female surgeons
born in the Fifties and Sixties
• Tokyo Medical University: 2011-2018

University of XXXX: early Sixties
A (male) professor while lecturing a course in
Mathematical Analysis to freshmen/woman
“The idea of limit is so important that you
must be able to repeat it while reaching
orgasm if you are a male and while delivering
if you are a female.”
No student was the least bit upset by this
sentence or find it unappropriate [directly
witnessed by a (female) student]

University of YYYY: mid Eighties
A mathematician speaking with some PhD
students about a female collegue who was
the partner of an eminent scholar

“I’m sure she wrote her papers in
bed under his dictation, in
between two climaxes”
Students were disconcerted but did not
reply [direct witness]

Alberta Ferrari, M.D.

Surgeon, Policlinico San Matteo-Pavia
When she was specializing in surgery,
the Director of her Surgery Unit said
during a lecture

“Surgery is male”.

In her blog “Ferite Vincenti” on the
Italian newsmagazine “L’Espresso” she
wrote about the hard careers of
several Lombard female surgeons
born in the Fifties and Sixties and
reported on some events which are
actually “sexual harassment”

Courtesy of
Alberta Ferrari
and L’Espresso
(June 25th 2014)

Tokyo Medical University
The Japan newspaper Yomiuri Shimbun
reports that the Tokio Medical University
systematically cut women applicant’s
entrance scores to keep them out and
boost the number of male doctors from
2011 onwards.
The paper quoted university sources
saying the action was prompted by “a
strong sense at school” that many
women quit medicine after graduating
to get married and have children.

Disclaimer
While realizing this research, I
experienced a lot of personal
collaboration. All the people I got
in touch were very kind and helpful,
they gave me suggestions, phone
numbers, other names or institutions
to address, and it is a pleasure to
thank them all, but…

Low awareness
As a scientist, when you have to face
an issue, you start by giving it
bounds by measuring the quantities
involved in the process.
So, the first indicator of the
consciousness of the existence of a
problem, is the fact that someone
collects data about it or, at least, is
entitled to do this.

Why should we collect data?
First of all, “no data collection”
means “low awareness of a problem”.
The main point is that we must
collect data because this is a duty we
have as a consequence of the fact
that Italy signed Istanbul Convention
in September 2012, ratified it one year
later and enforced it as a law on
August 1st 2014.
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Who are the players involved?
In Italy, the Consiglio dei Ministri
included a Ministro per le Pari
Opportunità (always a ministra, to be
precise) only from 1996 to 2013.
• Dipartimento per le Pari Opportunità
(Presidenza del Consiglio)
• Consigliera Nazionale di Parità
(Ministero Lavoro Politiche Sociali)
• ISTAT (Istituto Nazionale Statistica)

Dipartimento per le Pari Opportunità
(presso la Presidenza del Consiglio)
Sottosegretario Spatafora started his
work only a few months ago (June
2018), so part of the staff is still
missing or will change in a short
time because of the spoil system.
Dipartimento per le Pari Opportunità
runs the implementation of “Piano
strategico nazionale contro la
violenza maschile sulle donne”.

PSNCVD was enacted by Consiglio dei
Ministri on November 23rd, 2017.
The proposal, almost 50 pages long,
devotes a mere page to the topic of
sexual harassment on workplaces, in
a box whose title is “La violenza
maschile contro le donne nei luoghi
di lavoro”.
The contents consist mainly of
wishful thinking and generic
commitments, no data analysis is
included.

What about universities?
• the word scuola appears a dozen of
times,
• università (and its derivatives) 5,
• research institutions: not mentioned
The academic world is not seen as a
place where ♯Metoo is an issue!

Indeed, in PSNCVD both school and
university are always seen as
educational agents whose goal is to
teach students gender equality, not
as workplaces in which sexual
harassment can take place.
•
•
•
•

PhD students and post-docs,
Research associates
Associate and full professors,
Researchers in research institutions,
laboratories or factories

In Italy most of these workers have
fellowships or other forms of
emplyement contracts which are
temporary PRECARIETÀ
Only associate and full professors at
university and ricercatori and
tecnologi at public research
institutions are tenured.
Of course the instability of her
position greatly increases the
possibility of sexually harassing or
blackmailing.

Consigliera Nazionale di Parità
(Ministero del Lavoro)
La Consigliera Nazionale di Parità è
una figura istituita per la promozione
e il controllo dell’attuazione dei
principi di uguaglianza e non
discriminazione tra uomini e donne
nel mondo del lavoro. È nominata
dal Ministro del Lavoro e delle
Politiche Sociali; il mandato ha
durata quadriennale ed è rinnovabile
una sola volta.

Taken from
Consigliera
Nazionale
di Parità
official
website at
Ministero
del Lavoro,
lavoro.gov

The task of Consigliera Nazionale di
Parità is to promote gender equality
actions and to fight discrimination
between men and women in
workplaces.
She (why should this role always be
held by a woman?) is appointed by
Ministro del Lavoro e Politiche
Sociali, the term of her office is 4
years-long and she can be renewed
only once.
(translation by the author)

What about universities and
research institutions?
The only act of CNP during 2017
which involves the academic world is
a “Protocollo d’intesa” with MIUR to
overcome gender stereotypes which
alter students’ educational options.
In “Analisi dei dati contenuti nei
rapporti annuali delle consigliere di
parità territoriali”, the word
“molestie” appears only once. The
report underlines that the requests

of taking some kind of action to
Consigliere di parità territoriali
increased of 28% with respect to 2016

Istituto Nazionale di Statistica
Former president: Giorgio Alleva
(term expired on August 28th 2018)
Full Professor in Statistics (SECS01)
at Università di Roma La Sapienza.
No president appointed till yesterday
ISTAT collects data in almost any
field of life: from economics to
daylife and demography, from
instruction to environment.

Le molestie e i ricatti
sessuali sul lavoro
Report on data collected in 2015-16,
published in February 2018.
• There is a positive correlation of
sexual harassment with high
educational degree
• There is a query on the place where
the molestation took place: in
particular workplaces (9.2% for
females vs 5.2% for males) and
school/university (3.8% vs 3.9%)

Harassment on workplace
There are several detailed questions
on molestation or blackmailing on
workplaces both at recruiting time
and during worklife
• age of the victim,
• geographical distribution (macroregion and population of the town)
• frequency of the event
• dynamics, reaction of the victim

Employement field
Two queries
• during worklife
– 7 categories+not specified, very coarse
“Professioni intellettuali, scientifiche e
di elevata specializzazione, legislatori,
imprenditori, dirigenti”

• Last 3 years
– 5 categories+not specified, even worser
“Professioni intellettuali, scientifiche e
di elevata specializzazione, legislatori,
imprenditori, dirigenti”

Weaknesses of the survey
•
•
•

Fabiola Giannotti (director of
CERN) belongs to the same class as
Caterina Stoppato (UNIFI)
Francesca Bellettini (CEO of YSL) is
considered in the same category of
Agnese Telloni (UNIVPM)
Any woman who experienced sexual
blackmailing during recruiting
process for this research belongs to
the same group!

Caterina Stoppato RTD-B

Agnese Telloni: Assegnista

So far we spoke about problems

Now let’s turn to

(LOCAL) SOLUTIONS!

Comitato Unico Garanzia per
le Pari Opportunità
Università Politecnica Marche
(formerly Commissione Pari Opportunità)

• 4 administrative staff members
• 4 faculty members
• 2 students
3-years term, two terms at most,
“parity” between men and women

The new rules of election (gender
parity) and the retirement of some of
the historical members partially
changed the attitude of CUG.
The influence due to the new
legislation against mobbing and
promoting the wellbeing on workplaces
drove the mind of the committee
towards a slightly different approach,
more administrative staff oriented,
that is illustrated by two surveys
undertaken in 2006 and 2018.

Now the CUG webpage is full of
• Annual Reports
• Positive Action Plans
• Final Relations
• Minutes of the meetings
The original enthusiastic spirit
changed to burocratic fulfilment of
requirements by Nucleo di
Valutazione and Presidio di Qualità

2006 Survey
STRONG POINTS
• Very detailed (86 queries)
• Precise focus on women’s careers
• Explicit questions on harassment
• Excellent data elaboration
WEAKNESSES
• So detailed that anonymity vanishes
• Occasional (2001-2006-no more)
• Apparently no action followed

2018 Survey
STRONG POINTS
• via Google (easy to answer, quick to
elaborate)
• higher participation
WEAKNESSES
• Only 4 questions (all on wellbeing
in workplaces)
• Mostly addressed to well-being
topics (smoke, fitness)
• No focus on women’s issues

In between (2013)
Analysis on Valutazione del Personale
• Addressed to both administrative
staff and scholars (only researchers
and professors, no PhD students or
post-docs)
• For the faculty it focused on RSA
grants (Ricerca Scientifica d’Ateneo)
• No attention to women’s issues
• The words “molestie” or “ricatto” do
not appear

“The theme of the evaluation of
personnel” is a Priority for 2013
actions because it is connected with
wellbeing on workplaces….
For academic staff, since there is a
large variety of evaluation forms
professors and researchers undergo
(VQR, ASN, salary “automatic” rise) we
chose to focus on RSA grants.

THANK YOU!

SITOGRAPHY
• http://ferrari.blogautore.espresso.repubbli
ca.it/2014/06/25/noi-chirurghe-natenegli-anni-50-60/
• http://www.quotidianosanita.it/letterealdirettore/articolo.php?articolo_id=16265
• http://www.repubblica.it/esteri/2018/08/0
3/news/tokyo-203285011/

The staff of the Dipartimento Pari
Opportunità presso la Presidenza del
Consiglio (dottoressa Bianchi in
particular), of the Consigliera di
Parità presso il Ministero del Lavoro
e delle Politiche Sociali (dott.
Brienza), of ISTAT () where all

